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Philip: [01:20] Hi everybody, and welcome to today's interview on the Art of Procurement. I'm              

here at the SIG Fall Summit in Carlsbad in California. I'm joined by Tim Cronin, the CPO                 
of GuideWell. Tim, welcome to the show.  

Tim: [01:33] I appreciate it. Well, thanks for having me Phil.  

Philip: [01:36] No. I'm delighted that you were able to -- we come and grab you and sit you in                   
this booth here. I'm delighted you look forward our conversation.  

Tim: [01:44] Absolutely.  

Philip: [01:45] What I'd love to know just to start with is what is GuideWell, for listeners who                 
aren't familiar with the GuideWell name.  

Tim: [01:51] No. Absolutely. Great question. GuideWell is a health solutions company           
headquartered in Florida made up of several different businesses including the leading            
health insurance company in Florida. We have a marketing company that focuses on             
consumerism, a government contract that processes claims for Medicare. All of our            
businesses are centered around the member and the health insurance space.  

Philip: [02:19] What I'd like to do today is talk a little bit about your journey with sourcing                 
business models. It's something that Kate Vitasek is actually been on the show before.              
I'll link up to that in the show notes just so listeners can go and kind of recap what that is                     
about, for the most part at least. I think we'll touch on it a little bit.  

[02:37] Before I go there, and the reason that we were talking about it as a topic is it's                   
something that you and Kate presented here at the summit. Before I go there, just again                
to tip a little bit of context to listeners.  

Tim: [02:49] Sure.  

Philip: [02:50] Where are you in your procurement journey at GuideWell? 

Tim: [02:53] So, another great question. We have businesses that have been around for 75              
years. We have businesses that have been around for a year and a half at total. We                 
have had to transform procurement to obviously be more agile and be able to satisfy a                
regulated company, and also a company that needs to move at the speed of light in                
order to grow. It's been an interesting process for us as we've gone through process               
standardization. A huge emphasis on talent development. A huge emphasis on being            
able to think differently and be able to react to the different deals that we put together not                  
only to protect the company from a risk but also to provide that value back to our internal                  
customers who all have different goals and different directions that they're going in.  

Philip: [03:48] And so, as a regulated or being in a regular environment, I'm assuming risk is a                 
huge part of what you do.  
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Tim: [03:53] Absolutely. This is where sourcing business models was a great solution for us.              
We found that the risk attributes that we knew about that are very crisp and clear and                 
had had to find activities that had to happen afterwards, we knocked those out of the                
park, right. It was the risk attributes where you had to think about different things and                
make judgments that not trying to be a Monday morning quarterback and making bad              
decisions or things like that. A bad decision could be a great learning exercise, but we                
really needed to find out a way to blend those really binary attributes to the real kind of                  
strategic thought attributes and put together a full supplier model.  

Philip: [04:41] What kind of risk attributes are you talking of?  

Tim: [04:44] So, it's as simple as things - do our suppliers have access to personal health                
information which is called PHI which there are several activities that we have to have in                
place. Audits and things like that.  

Philip: [04:56] Like a protection.  

Tim: [04:57] Exactly. And that's a huge piece in any company and especially in a health               
insurance company. The health records are worth a lot on the black market. We do               
everything we can to protect our members' information. It could be something as easy as               
background check requirements. But we service multiple customers in the government           
arena and each of them have different requirements. We have to be able to take a state                 
contract, a local contract, a federal contract, and put those all together with maybe one               
relationship that may be servicing all those different customers. An interesting and            
sometimes tangled web.  

Philip: [05:37] Right. But each one of those have different regulatory requirements.  

Tim: [05:39] Absolutely. Absolutely. And some they care more about than others. Some have             
more focus. But it is our job from a procurement perspective because we do get to see                 
everything that goes on within the company through the third parties and the suppliers.              
We have to make sure that those are all put in place so that we are protecting the                  
company.  

Philip: [05:59] You talked a little bit earlier as part of your journey of being talent developments.                
I'm wondering if you could just share maybe a couple of things of how you focused on                 
talent or where you even start perhaps in doing gap assessments or needs             
assessments, so you could actually bring in or develop the people that you had existing               
so they kind of fit that new model.  

Tim: [06:18] Absolutely. I was very lucky when I joined GuideWell that I inherited a great               
team. We were able to really kind of go through and augment the skills that we already                 
had. What we found is that across the spectrum we need people, and we have people                
that are good with numbers or maybe good with words or maybe good in the sourcing                
process or good at the contracting process and all that, but we have to look at the team                  
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and build the best team that you can with all those different parts. Gone are the days of                  
a one size fit all, I'm going to be able to find that purple squirrel, I think they call it out                     
there, to be able to do everything. But how do we do that and then how do we develop                   
the skills that those folks may be missing?  

[07:06] One of the key things we've done and I think a lot of companies have done is                  
that we're not necessarily always looking for procurement experience. We've hired           
people from IT. We've hired people from service organizations. We've hired people from             
call centers. We hire a lot of people out of the military, great leadership skills, great soft                 
skills. And you know, can you pick up procurement? Absolutely. But it's much easier I               
think in some cases to teach procurement than it is to build those soft skills.  

Philip: [07:37] Yeah. I'm hearing that more and more. Especially is some of the skills is a                
changing that we need when we think about our new value proposition.  

Tim: [07:45] Absolutely. And quite honestly, it changes everyday. One soft skill today maybe             
tomorrow is a different one because you're dealing with a different supplier, a different              
initiative, a different… Anything could be different so you have to be more flexible.  

Philip: [08:00] How do you sell somebody who's outside the profession on coming to work              
inside of the profession? Especially when for a lot of people on the outside we don't have                 
the greatest of reputations.  

Tim: [08:10] No doubt. I think one of the things that we tell everybody at the SIG conferences,                 
and we see this, we see this within our company - there's not many functions in a                 
company that you're able to see almost everything that goes on within that organization.              
But if you look at procurement, there's a supplier, there's a relationship in almost every               
business process, and we have access to that. Shame on us if we don't take advantage                
of that and learn what's going on in the industry and what's going on in our own                 
company. So, I think procurement is a great place to be able to see that. I think it's great                   
learning about a company. You know what? If you come to our team and two or three                 
years from now you say "Hey, I see IT and I want to go work there." Outstanding. We've                  
helped out a partner and it's better for the company overall.  

Philip: [08:59] Yeah. I was going to ask actually about that. When the procurement becomes              
part of the journey of a career rather than a destination.  

Tim: [09:04] We love it to be. I mean I think that's a great aspiration to have to be able to                    
bring people in, maybe even rotational or things like that. Our company is… We've tried               
to do some of those things and we've tried to kind of build those careers to be able to go                    
to different areas. And whether they go into compliance or legal or finance or things like                
that, I think it's a great part to have on your resume to be able to have that visibility.  

Philip: [09:35] Yeah. Kind of building leaders and those leaders are the future that will have had                
experience and understand the value of profit procurement as well. 
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Tim: [09:41] Plus, when we go back to them later and try to get them to use procurement,                 
we've got a good person in those areas.  

Philip: [09:48] I wanted to touch on sourcing business models. I mentioned in the beginning              
that you've been talking at the conference event. I mentioned Kate. She shared sourcing              
business models in the methodology with me in a previous podcast which I'm going to               
just link to later. But just a very high level, just as a recap. I wonder what you could share                    
about what sourcing business models really is.  

Tim: [10:09] Absolutely. Sourcing business model is somewhat of an evolution of supplier            
segmentation but it's much more than that. It measures attributes on the scale of what               
your relationship you want it to be versus what the economic value can be. But really                
looks at a broader across the entire continuum of make versus buy which is kind of an                 
old theory out there that we all know and love, to be able to think about - Do you want to                     
have a transactional relationship all the way through? Do you want to join venture equity               
partnership etcetera? It was broad enough for us that we were able to take Kate's               
learnings and apply it across the organization. Whether we stay in the contracting part or               
the relationship side of it, it was at least broad enough that it got buy in from everybody                  
else because it was all encompassing. 

[11:06] We've used sourcing business models really to redefine supplier segmentation           
and more importantly redefine the activities that happen once you're in that segment.             
We've had plenty of cases of suppliers that have failed in certain cases. We've missed               
maybe some risk attributes. Maybe we segmented down to 150 suppliers and we missed              
someone who has 152 and oh-oh, what do we do from there? But this really has been a                  
good program that we're able to leverage across our entire supplier relationships so that              
we're not missing one and just kind of have an arbitrary cut off.  

Philip: [11:48] When you implemented sourcing business models to start with, was it the need              
to go back and look at all of your supplier relationships and then segment them based on                 
where they fit on that continuum which then drives what that relationship looks like?  

Tim: [11:59] Right.  

Philip: [12:00] And then when you have new suppliers or new… I want to step back assuming                
that we don't know who the supplier is, you have a new requirement, you then look at                 
that requirement to say that the supplier that we ought to be sourcing that requirement               
should fit into this and this is the importance of what it is about.  

Tim: [12:13] Absolutely. Absolutely. We've had tons of conversations about how to apply            
sourcing business models to our unique environment. You're absolutely right. You can            
use sourcing business models to model a category, a particular supplier. In our case, we               
think the combination of those two are equally important because we could have a  
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category that's got twenty suppliers in it and the risk is different than if you had that same                  
category with only one major supplier. So, you have to take that into account.  

[12:44] But two examples that we presented with Kate at SIG conference for new              
businesses were able to use sourcing business models with a blank piece of paper. No               
suppliers in existence kind of what is the health plan of the future and we're working with                 
that team in order to drive home what relationships we want to build in the future. But                 
then, on the existing work and the existing supply base, we've been able to build tools on                 
top of our ERP system that will guide the sourcing professional through SBM to answer               
the attributes and get to the right category so that we're not spending a large effort in                 
order to re-segment everybody but we're kind of going through all of them as we churn                
through requisitions. So, requisition in our case starts the SBM process. 

Philip: [13:36] What are some of the questions that you ask of yourself, of your supplier, of your                 
stakeholders in trying to figure out where is the right place to put a supplier?  

Tim: [13:46] Yeah. And that's one of the great things with Kate and the team's open source                
toolkit is that it came with 25 questions. There are 25 attributes that we are able to use                  
but you have the ability to -- fit is more important. So, we were able to change the                  
wording to fit our language. We were able to change weights of what we deem to be                 
more important based on maybe our customers or the members. A health insurance             
company is very different from a CPG company. We have to put those changes in it.                
Then, we've added a couple of questions quite honestly that were important in our field.               
Do they have access to personal health information? That's not going to be on Kate's               
generic tool kit.  

Philip: [14:31] But it's a driver of everything you do.  

Tim: [14:33] It's a driver of what we do and that's how we were able to get her theory into our                    
practice.  

Philip: [14:39] As you segment them, you talked about the make versus buy continuum. You go               
from transactional to joint venture and a few things in between. What activities does that               
derive and based on where a supplier spits out.  

Tim: [14:53] Absolutely.  

Philip: [14:54] If there are transactional provider, what does that look like? Or it spits out               
segment transactional supplier versus one that may not be a JV candidate but certainly              
is very strategic. 

Tim: [15:04] Right. Absolutely. So, there's base level of activities that have to happen             
regardless of what category you're in. The key then is the activities based on the               
segmentation could be around the contract templates, the sourcing requirements. Do we            
require three beds? Do we require requests for solutions? Those types of things. So,  
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really kind of guiding the process itself but it's more importantly post contract. Do we               
create scorecards? Do we do additional due diligence on what's the governance model             
that we have with the supplier? We've created what we've called supply chain hubs for               
categories that are our key business processes, so if you're in a performance based or a                
vested type model from the sourcing business model, you're going to funnel into a hub               
where it truly is category management and strategic sourcing at its core to try to make                
good business decisions and look at the business risks not just procurement risk.  

Philip: [16:13] Has there been any surprises as you've segmented? Or supplies they've come             
up in places where you'd necessarily expect them.  

Tim: [16:18] Absolutely. Absolutely. And I think for the most part the key ones' kind of fit                
where they are. There have been interesting ones where how you answer the question              
obviously determines everything and what we're finding is that in a lot of cases we               
answer the questions with a very direct answer. Does this customer impact the             
members? And we would say "Yes. They handle calls, they send mail, they do things               
like that." But the reality of that question is they may create a file that goes to somebody                  
else that goes to somebody else that then goes to the member. So, it becomes critically                
important not only impact which has been surprising to us but also having to look two or                 
three levels down in the supply chain of where it ultimately will impact either a member                
or a group or like something important.  

Philip: [17:08] It's tiring, finding things you never really thought about because you looked at              
the first tier of activities or even suppliers.  

Tim: [17:14] That's very similar to like what I've heard at the conference about Apple in supply                
chains and having to look at suppliers of suppliers of suppliers. That's a challenge. It's               
how far do you go down and what resources do you have to get that far down.  

Philip: [18:28] No. I did a bunch of work in the summer for a client around supply chain risk                  
management looking exactly mapping of supply chains because we don't really even            
think about it. And then things like that are more obvious for direct materials where you                
have physical supply chain but when you think about virtual supply chains for services              
there's still lots of interconnected parts that actually you can map. You just need to think                
about it differently.  

Tim: [18:53] You're right on. It's that critical thinking and thinking of what if. There's an old                
saying about having to ask why five times until you get to the answer. I think in supply                  
chains we have to ask what if five times and we're looking at risk.  

Philip: [18:07] Did this require a mindset shift within your organization? What was the change              
associated with that? 

Tim: [18:14] A couple of changes, and it absolutely required a mind shift change. Very              
persistent on our part about talking about the theory and the strategy out there with               
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sourcing business models but what you find out is that churning through suppliers,             
conducting RF piece, migrating away from somebody - that's an expensive process for             
any organization to do. We have to develop those longer-term relationships while still             
meeting kind of the sourcing requirements that we put on ourselves, but you have to               
think about it differently. And the reality of it is I hate to say that you have to use a crisis                     
of the day but there are cases where either a bad relationship happened, or a supplier                
failure was a precipice to create new things like sourcing business models.  

Philip: [19:04] Yes. It's funny you say that because where I think back that supply risk               
management work… it was exactly the same kind of you look for when an event               
happens. Unfortunately, all the influencing you can try and do to convince somebody             
why it's a good idea to drop mitigation of risks. They don't really truly fully understand                
until it's final.  

Tim: [19:26] You see it's tangible.  

Philip: [19:27] Yeah. And then you can use that as why you would never wish for fires. You use                  
those as the use case for why we need to do things differently. 

Tim: [19:35] Absolutely. Absolutely. We did that across the industry. You hear a lot of              
different things about data breaches and things like that. We were very… you know I'm               
very proud of our company that we think Ford and you know. We don't wait for                
something to happen like that. We're trying to be out in front to prevent something from                
that happening. That's a mindset we all had.  

Philip: [19:57] So, when you think about the journey that you've been on to implement sourcing               
business models, what are some of the both takeaways but also, I do have some               
lessons learned maybe these things you would do differently next time.  

Tim: [20:08] No, absolutely. I think the first take away that we had, and this is where Kate was                  
helpful to us was that there's obviously a pride of ownership of what she has created                
with her team. And the very first thing she says is that you need to change this to fit your                    
culture. Fit is more important than function. It was a little bit of an interesting process to                 
take something that's been out in the industry and has six or seven books written about it                 
and break it down and start from scratch, right. But it was a key piece because we had to                   
make it fit our company and our process. The first takeaway was clearly don't be afraid                
to improve on something that you've already bought into.  

[20:54] The second take away is that you have to build consensus not only with the rest                 
of the company but on your team, right. Everybody on the team has to be going in the                  
same direction in order to make a change like this work. Obviously, we have to be                
sensitive about it. We're changing people's work processes and how they like to do work.               
But they have to understand why we're making those changes. They have to understand              
how they're a part of it and they really have to kind of be the change leader. It can't just                    
be a few people pushing it down, right.  
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Philip: [21:29] Yeah. You have to be united as an organization.  

Tim: [21:31] Absolutely. Everybody's got to have the ore and the water and rowing in the               
same direction.  

Philip: [21:35] Yeah. I probably should have asked this when I was thinking about changes that               
you've seen to suppliers. Or impact of evolving sourcing business models. It was             
something that came to me. When you think about the very end of that make versus buy                 
spectrum where you have JVs and you're starting to think about vested deals, have you               
identified any relationships that you've actually then figured out we need to have a              
completely different approach on how to manage this supplier.  

Tim: [22:01] Absolutely. Absolutely. We've tried a couple of vested deals with some suppliers.             
We're still in the process of getting those completed. I think the key for us so far has                  
been and really the… I would say the majority of the changes has been moving away                
from an approved supplier bucket to a performance based bucket. It really is a change of                
what are we asking the suppliers to do for us to get out of that transactional mode to get                   
into outcomes and to get into results driven type relationship.  

[22:34] So, a great example is if you take a call center. At one point we paid just like                   
everybody else dollar per hour.  

Philip: [22:44] I used to buy those myself.  

Tim: [22:45] However many calls you take. And we've worked with a company that's been              
able to put close rate in as a metric and to put in quality and those types of things. So, if                     
they do well, they should be compensated for it. If they don't, then it's built in already and                  
we're not fighting over penalties and we're not fighting…  

[23:04] So, the incentive seems to be more effective if you're trying to stretch for               
something as opposed to getting hammered after something goes wrong. That's been a             
great success for us in a lot of cases.  

Philip: [23:15] How did the supplier react and respond when you approach them about doing a               
vested deal?  

Tim: [23:21] The very first time they said "Oh, we love the bonus idea, but the base was a                  
little bit low." Right? It's a great thing to say about this partner that we had was that once                   
you explained it and they saw the math and they knew that we weren't out there to kind                  
of mess up their profit and loss system. We were looking at it kind of with the end                  
customer in mind, they got it right away. The key however, wasn't necessarily the sales               
side. It's both of the enabling teams that we also have to convince. We have to convince                 
legal why is it the right way to write a contract like this. Both teams did it great once they                    
understood it. We've got some great partners in legal compliance. They understood what  
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we're trying to do. We're trying to cut corners but really kind of drive good positive                
results.  

Philip: [24:09] How about in terms of your role? I mean the procurement role and how               
procurement is measured. I don't ask how you measure it but we all have an element of                 
cost saving.  

Tim: [24:18] Absolutely.  

Philip: [24:19] Some of these deals are often the deals that have the highest revenue or               
highest spend associated with them too because they saw material to the business,             
which takes that off the table in terms of being which we achieve savings in the                
traditional sense, which isn't about thing because we need to think differently about             
those relationships. But it can sometimes be a tough sell to go back to a CFO or to go                   
back to whoever and say "Look. I'm thinking about this deal differently. I'm not going               
down the line of the traditional way of procurement thinking or what we've always done               
in trying to take two, three, five percent out of that deal or whatever it is because we're                  
thinking about it in a different way.  

Tim: [24:51] No. And that's fair. However, in any sense, savings can be measured in a lot of                 
different ways. So, if we may be paying more out to that supplier but that supplier is                 
driving additional value to the business, you should be able to quantify that value. That is                
all a business decision. We have to stop making decisions purely from a procurement              
mindset. We have to make them from a full enterprise mindset. So, maybe our unit cost                
goes up but we derive five X more value somewhere else. Why shouldn't procurement              
claim that on their scorecard just like everybody else? I think that's another easy              
explanation when you go to your CFO and you say "It went up five percent, but you                 
know what we're saving 30% somewhere else.  

Philip: [25:36] Yeah. Because the additional revenue is being generated.  

Tim: [25:38] It's an easy conversation to have when you have the data to back you up.  

Philip: [25:42] Something I've always said is that people within the business… Ultimately, you'll             
succeed or fail based on the advocate's you have around the business. The CEO level               
executives who have the ear of whoever it is that is making that decision and yes, a                 
savings number is a part of it but it's not everything. If there was a bought into the fact                   
that you're helping them be better at what they need to be better at doing. 

Tim: [26:02] Absolutely.  

Philip: [26:03] It kind of makes up sometimes if you're not showing a number that's in line or                 
does an expectation. 

Tim: [26:09] We are in a relationship data driven business and procurement. We manage             
relationships outside the company, and almost more importantly we manage          
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relationships inside the company. Those are incredibly important to build those           
advocates. One of the best ways to do that is with data. You can quantify risk and you                  
can quantify savings and you can quantify business value. That is part of our job as to                 
get people to understand that.  

Philip: [26:36] Now, just to wrap up I have a couple of questions related more to the CPO role                  
and kind of how you're looking about the future of procurement. What are some of the                
things that are the front of your mind in terms of how we can continue to evolve our value                   
proposition to make more impact as a profession? 

Tim: [26:54] Right. I'll give you a little bit of a background because I'll answer that               
predominantly from a service based business. I'm sure that if you look at some of the                
automobile manufacturers or the direct versus indirect, they're doing this already, but in             
the services, we're not. We've obviously focused procurement around services          
procurement. That's the nature of what we buy. But we're also starting to bring in supply                
chain methodology for things that can be managed like a supply chain. An easy example               
is the print stream that goes out from a health insurance company. I'm sure you open up                 
your mailbox and there you get plenty of love from all the different health insurance               
companies everyday. Well, that is a supply chain in the most classic sense. That's not a                
stretch to say it's a supply chain.  

[27:39] Well, we've got a lot of talented people with procurement backgrounds, with             
supply chain backgrounds, and how do we evolve you know our team and our grouping               
to start to manage that for some of the business. So, we're looking at really interesting                
organizational changes in order to evolve the team (A) to build a career path for our                
associates but (B) to bring that science into a service oriented company.  

Philip: [28:08] Right. What do you look for when you're looking across the… you know all the                
procurement professionals that you've worked with before, those that stand out from the             
crowd, what is it that they do differently perhaps than the general population?  

Tim: [28:22] Yeah. I think there's a couple of things. One is like I just mentioned. We're in a                  
relationship business so there are people that I've called on as mentors that have been               
great relationship builders and you can see that both with the people that are on their                
teams which I have been a part of to how do they deal with other executives; how do                  
they deal with other people on their companies and outside the industry.  

[28:49] We're also very small industry when you look at procurement. So, to be able to                
be open and share best practices across. I leave a SIG Summit and I go back and we                  
have an issue and there's a number of people I call all the time. Hey, we're dealing with                  
this. Or you're dealing with that. So, to be able to share that and be open with it, that's                   
another great thing. I think the other thing which is kind of key is that we are leaders, but                   
we need to… And the really good ones are… they are servant leaders in a way, right?                 
They serve the people on their team and they serve their customers. Leadership comes  
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from that. So, it's not a question of leaving dead bodies behind you when you're trying to                 
get something done. It's doing it in the right way.  

[29:34] We negotiate for a living and yet we slam things in our own organizations, right.                
It's a world of negotiations, a world of change management. The people who do that               
really well are the people who I admire and have done great things for our profession.  

Philip: [29:50] Tim, I want to thank you very much for joining me today on the show. Last                 
question is just the easy one. It's how can listeners actually connect with you to find out                 
more if they would like to share some of the things that they're doing or maybe tap your                  
brain. Where is the place to do that?  

Tim: [30:07] Absolutely. I have two younger daughters. They've taught me all about social             
media. I am on LinkedIn. You can look me up there. You can look me up on Twitter                  
@TimCronin24. More than happy to email me at work it's tim.cronin@floridablue.com  

Philip: [30:26] Great! What I'll do is I will include all those contact details in our show notes.                 
Those will be at artofprocurement.com/guidewell. That's      
artofprocurement.com/guidewell. So, Tim, thank you very much for joining me. 

Tim: [30:39] I appreciate it Phil. Thank you very much.  

Philip: [30:40] Thank you. 
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